A personal manual by Erez Elul (namzezam):

Peer Owners - Your Net (V1.0)
A way to get organized by equally owning the assets/properties of the organization;
A business model solving social matters; A bridge to your goals building your silent
revolution in your unit/network; Doing it all, in different and competitive groups,
while reinforcing the individuals in their groups, by the ”ComComIsm”

“ComCom" stands for COMmon COMpany a company for realizing common objectives. More: http://is-with.wikidot.com
For the very basic of this concept please try the 6 points in the back side of this manual.

“ComComism” is a peaceful way to change what must be changed toward your side - use it for
having more individual freedom and power in your group; The assets of any "democratic"
organization must be owned equally by all its members! Why? For increasing the power of each
individual, for protecting minorities and for protecting against takeover by any single entity and
as such it also provides a “litmus paper” as for the end goal inattention of each individual entering
an association! As the members in their unit are shareholder having equal number of shares in it their membership becomes tradable, making their representatives better satisfying them, or suffering
the fall of the units' value. The goal of this concept is a stock market for shareholders having equal
number of shares and until then this concept is a new one.
Examples: In different groups, we the people, can be the peer owners of the (isp of the) Internet, of
some bank systems and/or some means of production of renewable energy, while breaking (e.g. by
govcomcomizing) the infinite cycle of bailouts and privatization!
I cut myself off from the mass democracy, in which i am lost,
into groups in which each member is also a peer owner of its assets!
The distribution and licensing of this manual is designed for others making it better while earning
from doing so - Licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0.
Distribution's beneficiaries-vat: Author 30%,Translator 5%, Printing 25%,Wholesaler 10%, Retailer 30%

The “Credible” ones must first be Authentic in regard to their interest.
ComComized units are for you
• if you are activists, artists, developers, researchers, small businesses (in front of the bigger
ones) and/or loyal but smart costumers or citizens (as you establish some “relationship”
identifying yourself by your actions when acting more than just once in paying or voting);
• if you, as well as your peers, want stopping each other from been bought for handing the
whole unit to some third party, which is normally done for betraying your unit, while
modifying the initial/primary causes/interests of your unit and while removing its history and
its identity; and
• if you, as anyone of the peers, want becoming more powerful, free and responsible, while
benefiting the individuals as well as benefiting the collective, by
• always preventing each of you from being unwillingly held and from accumulating more
than one position per a unit and
• at any time letting each of you (for the worse cases or for the best calculated exit) trading
your position, but only with whom agree with the ComComIsm and letting all of you
independently amongst yourselves to define the number of yourselves (- the peers) .
In itself, the “ComComIsm” reduces centralization, without harming the economy - in “this
commercial world”, with “normal” and commercial means and while helping the economy of most
of the individuals. ComComism strengthen the power of the many on the account of the few
controlling most of the resources and as such it is, or might be, threatening only these (huge) few.
Centralization in economy is its top most problem, at least as long as politicians, experts or their
employees, are obsessed in building their reputation for their next job in the rich/richer "house" (
for more read “Winner-Take-All Politics”).
• So for making decentralization to work and for it to work exactly for you, don't ask
politicians nor experts to do your job – since their next job is in the rich/er house.
• Instead, hire them and for hiring them, although been only one and only too "small" one,
first find your peers of your kind, preference and strength, then search in the Internet for
"ComComIsm", look for @A@ - the personal agreement and sign it with your peers. And so
after signing and as you are already ComComized with your peers, you (in small
amounts/activities together) with your peers could finally hire the experts, including the
lobbies, you need for serving your causes and interests, just now like company, for a longer
time frame and with more solid and specified staff and plan.
Some specific examples for realizing ComComS: (More: http://tinyurl.com/qor4or)
• A ComComized pub/coffee-shop/restaurant, of which peer owners are tourists - making the
peers to become offshore owners of the comcom and hence its marketers. ( in Berlin, xberg).
• Also, special streets, such as in old-towns could get organized against market-halls.
• A ComComized organization for protection of the interest of renters/tenants: While
gathering peer owners in smaller ComComS, each per one specific region and for a specific
desired balance of prices per a specific group, when these comcoms are together also peer
owners in a bigger ComCom, which is able to use lobbies for the interest of the renters.
• They could establish partnerships with real state and builders entities for reducing the
renting price, also by putting mass of renters (being their peer holders) to the streets, such
ComComS could have (with their lobbies) much stronger impact.
• Also, With all that risk of nuclear energy, why not wind-farms? Comcomized activists' group
for green energy can generate earning in their act, while suppling the required energy and
for shifting itself into the “center”, such as: “we (as many different groups) can be the peer
owners of windfarms and hence be earning from making the energy cleaner and risk-less”.
• Also, banks, insurance companies and all other type of institutes of which power is only a
derivative of accumulation of small power of the many, including the Govcomcom
http://tinyurl.com/pnx8cx and tax release for each comcom (of which d=1).

For reducing falsifying the ComComIsm's objectives, we must be decentralized and diverse, hence
“Our global center” - the comcomism LTD is to be held by comcomS, of which “the d=1” and of
which the peer owners are comcomism activists in groups of 20 to 100 http://tinyurl.com/2untb9t .
The comcomism establishes a direct relation of ownership between assets and people - making it
suitable for operating any state-recognized organization, such that the organization has no assets,
but instead a license to operate over the assets individually owned by the comcom's members
collectivity granting the license and authorizing the source of all its appointments. Per each state,
the comcomism ltd is to initiate some of such organizations by taking the position of the comcom's
members until such members will join in. More http://tinyurl.com/2uqt6pf#post-1010675 .
Our default licensing in this phase is the Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike. We encourage
you to hold your ownership over the “things” you produce and/or serve for later on contribute your
properties, by using (optionally) other (commercial) licensing of your preference, when looking for
your peers and cooperating in comcomS of your preference.
ComComIsm activist – entitled for comcomism ltd: this is for you - doing some of these activities:
• Books and any-other-content - This book is meant to be one of many comcom's products:
• Author and own your content while attributing it. The non digital distribution of this
book ( http://tinyurl.com/2uqt6pf ) benefits those who sell, print ,translate and creating ,
while keeping it cheap for the buyer and letting free promotional (
http://tinyurl.com/36vdgmq ).
• Workshops: (on the ground), so that people could meet the people of their kind,
http://tinyurl.com/y97lxbz workshops of 4 levels:
• “get know it” of 2 hours meeting
• “get understand it”: how to realize it in my life to solve my specific problems.
• “get use it”: how to solve problem raised after initiating comcom
• “get it trained” for becoming a “recognized”coacher per each of the 4 levels.
• Authorization and registration:
• “identity proof” of 5 elements: first and last names, who invite, recognized authority
issuing document of identity and photo able to be identified as the one of the one from the
document of identity.
• Having such “identity proof” of an holder been registered, requires that the holder already
agreed to lose all holding registered in the system and in the systems collaborating with it,
as it is found that per each such registered ComCom, the holder holds directly, or
indirectly, more than one position..
• Hence the more valuable comcomS are registered in it the stronger is the proof the system
can provide. (it might be useful to require reinforcement of the identity every 3 months).
• Internet (on pc and handy):
• provider for services of mailing lists owned by their members , (as base for farther steps,
such “comcom social” a comcomized social networking)
• http://tinyurl.com/yzu72yy comcomized mailing services ,
• but at least optionally with security in collaboration on http://fwd4.me/05Sv
• Holders meeting being supreme over board of directors + E-democracy: including direct
democracy or liquid (with delegable proxy) democracy.
• Marketing of shares: a stock market for shares of peer or ordinary owners, for more see the
55 structure here http://tinyurl.com/2vlecwb
Some tips for your issues: 1) Demand adding or add the privilege of peer ownership to any
membership; 2) Prefer or provide your best allies with (peer) ownership over licensing or temporal
contracts. 3) Stop central banks feeding banks and other big cooperations in cycles of privatizations
and bailouts by demanding GovComComizing such forms, more: http://tinyurl.com/pnx8cx .

“ComCom”, standing for Common Company, What is that?
1. Based on a contract, any ComComized unit, being one of the 3:
Scomcomized, Icomcomized or Dcomcomized, guarantees equality between
its peer members being its owners, sitting at its top and
owning equal share of it - like shareholders having equal
number of its shares.
2. Added together, all the peers own one portion of the unit, as
the rest of the unit (if any) is owned by ordinary (non-peer)
owners and the ratio of the peers' portion is d (as d*100 is the percentage),
where d of Scomcomized unit is only once defined.
3. Each peer owner is either a person or a ComComized unit, where each
ordinary owner of Scomcom is either a person or a legal body.
4. Directly or indirectly, holding more than one position in it is
forbidden.
5. The number of peers holding it must be agreed independently
amongst themselves.
6. Buyers of any of its shares must agree with all the 17 points
establishing any ComComized unit!
Hence:
• A) One owner alone could never legally possess it (making it a bad pill for the
big ones), while B) its proxies/representatives are constantly re-evaluated
(since each peer, like a shareholder, can independently exit with a return value
while directly re-setting the unit's value) and C) it is more balanced yet
dynamic, authentically growing and scalable!
• Such units can bring back the commercial aspects for better serving your social
matter, strengthening your power with the power of your peers and adding
new additional commercial means to realize your own small/big
projects/causes/businesses –Wherever is your position in this oligopoly!
“It is all about your power the power of the peers,
it is now in your hands to use the law to work for
you and all you need for
that is to find your peers; It
is as it were to establish
your own new peerage,
inheritable in contract
– not by blood.”
----------------Q) In this huge "global village" of 6.8 billions humans, how could we trust the
others with whom we are to “swim” and for how long (could/should) we trust them?
A) Insure your exit first, then trust yourself sitting at the top of a unit, but only with
those having their power exactly like yours!

